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Planning and Fipancing
County Bridge Programs
INTRODUCTION
Bridges have hi storically constituted
one of the continuing
problems of highwa y development and operation, and particularly so with county highway s. In Indiana, as with mo st other
states in the Midwest, the majorit y of the existing county
bridges were built at the turn of the century, following the la y ing out and opening of the county road sys tem . While the early
bridg es were adequate for the traffic need s of the time s, thousa nd s of them now constit11te a threat to today' s traffic becau se
of their weak, narrow co ndition.
Current es tim ates indicate
there are approximately
15,000 county bridge s in Indiana and
that fully 50 per cent of the se are totally inadequate.

Fig. 1. There are over 15,000 bridges on Indian a county roads. The narro w,
weak, un safe brid ge shown here is typical of th ousand s of them.
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The imminent collapse of weak, obsolete bridges threatens
many communities
with the possibility of isolation ; likewise,
many otherwise serviceable county bridges are doomed to failure
unless immediate steps are taken to restore crumbling foundations and to strengthen and repair bridge floors . The need for
an active county bridge improvement program is further intensified by the increasing demands of local traffic. H eavier con struction traffic and wider farm machines are much more common than in years past-the
same is true of the increa singly
heavier and wider school buses.
The great need for an active bridge improvement
program
is generally recognized by county commissioners
throughout
Indiana. As a matter of fact, county road officials in Indiana com monly identify bridges as one of the major problems in county
highwa y operation and management . The basic problem lies
not so much with recognizing the need s, but with the general
lack of an improvement program and a sustaining financial plan
that has the support of the local public. County road officials
and the local citizen s alike need a better insight into planning
methods and their ben efits to the management and operation of
county roads .
This manual has been developed, therefore, to review several
different area s of information related to county bridge improve ment programs , including ( 1) the authority and jurisdiction over
county bridge s (Section II), (2) the variou s source s of funds for
con struction and repair of county bridges ( Section III) , and (3)
the fiscal process of making appropriations
and expenditures
for con struction and repair of bridges (Section VI). The se topics
are pre sented in term s of th e current Indiana statutes , and for
this rea son should be of con siderabl e a ss istance to coun ty road
officials as a guide to the official dutie s of their office.
One of the main features of th e manual is the suggested outline of planning and programing method s for county bridge improvement,
including the taking of count y -wide inventor y of
bridges (Section III), a condition and priority rating of bridges
(Section IV) , and the formulation of county -wide programs for
bridge improvement s (Section V ).
The application of th es e steps to Indiana 's county bri dges
will unquestionably
upgrade and improve their safety and capacity and , in turn , will improve the local communities of t he
state. Action and progre ss are contingent upon the ba sic p olic y
4

decisions of county road officials and upon having competen t,
qualified personnel to translate these deci sion s into comprehensive bridge improvement programs that can and will be understood and supported by the local communitie s .

I-AUTHORITY
AND JURISDICTION
COUNTY BRIDGES

OVER

General
The primary authority and responsibility for county bridges
re sts historically with the board of county commissioners . The
broad scope of this authority and responsibility appears through out all of the laws dealing with county bridges and county roads
alike from territorial
times to the present.
Indiana statutes
applicable at the present time contain numerous references to
the · authority of the boards of county commissioners
with respect to roads and bridges .
Other state and federal agencies having areas of mutual
interest , as well as limited statutory
authority
over county
bridges include:
Indiana Flood Control and \ i\Tater Resources Commission
U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers
Indiana State Highway Commission
Bureau of Public Roads
A brief review of the interest and authority of these several
agencies is outlined in this section.

County Commissioners
The 1905 County Road Law , many sections of which are
still applicable, (Acts 1905, Chap. 167, p. 521; Burns' 36-1901)
outlines the authority of the boards of county commissioners
with respect to county bri dges as follows :
"W henever in the opinio n of the board of commissioners
of any county the public convenien ce shall require that
a bridge upon any highway sha ll be repaired or built , the
board shall cause su rve ys and estima te s therefor to be
made and plans and specifications to be pr epared and
filed in the office of th e county c1.uditor , a nd sha ll direct
such bridge to be erected or such repairs to be made . ... "
Later , the 1919 County Unit Ro ad Law (Acts 1919, Chap. 112,
p. 531 ; Burns' 36-301) outline d this au th or ity somewhat more
specifically, as follows :
"The board of county commissioners
of each coun ty of
the state is hereby authorized and empowered to locate ,
establish , wide n , change, construct. recon st ruct and im6

prove , maintain, and repair all public highways, bridges
and culverts in the county .. . ."
Thus we see that the Indiana statutes give the boards of
county commissioners of the respective coun ti es a wide latitude
of authority with respect to county bridges (also roads). However, we should also note that a considerab le amount of discretion is left to the boards with respect to when, where , and how
this authority is to be invoked or applied .
Special applications of this authority are set forth in Indiana
statutes for (a) county line bridges, (b) bridges in cities and
towns, and ( c) interstate bridges, outlined as follows:
County Line Bridges
In the case where a bridge is located on a road forming the
boundary between two or more counties, the authority for the
construction, maintenance, and repair is basically the same as for
any other county bridge except that joint action is required of
the two or more boards of county commissioners involved. The
1905 County Road Law and amendments thereto (Burns ' 362001) cover the procedure for joint action between the two or
more boards of county commissioners and further provide that
apportionment
to each county of the who le costs of
the " ...
construction,
repair, or purchase of such bridge shall be in
proportion to the taxable properties of such counties."

Fig . 2. Cumulative

bridge

funds shou ld be sufficient to handle emergency
repairs or replacement.
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In the case where the bridge crosses a stream forming the
boundary between two or more counties, the procedure for the
''erection, repair, or purchase" is much the same as where the
bridge is on the county-line road; however, the procedure for
the joint action of the two or more boards of county commissioners is set forth in a 1903 bridge law as amended (Burns'
36-2002 through 2006).
Bridges in Cities and Towns
In addition to the authority over bridge s located on county
roads , the boards of county commissioners are also empowered
with discretionary
authority
to construct and repair bridges
located within the corporate limit s of cities and towns within
their county. A sec tion from the 1905 County Road Law (Acts
1905, Chap. 167, p. 521; Burns' 36-190 5) se ts forth this author ity as follows:
"The board of commissioners of any county may build or
repair any bridge within the corporate limit s of any city
or town in such county; and any such bridge, if built
or repaired by order of such board shall be built or repaired in the sa me manner and paid for out of the sa me
funds that other bridges without such corporate limit s
are by law built or repaired and paid for. i\"othing in this
section, however, shall be so construed as to take away
from any such city or town the right to build or repair
any bridge within it s corporate limits, nor to take away
the jurisdiction
of such city or town over all bridges
within such limit s, whether built or repaired by such city
or town or by the county board. "

Interstate Bridges
For the construct ion and maintenance
of bridge s crossing
rivers or streams that form a boundary between the state of
Indiana and any adjoining state, the now existing statutes provide two po ss ible procedures .
The simplest and somewhat abbreviated
procedure
(Acts
1920, Spec. Sess., Chap. 25 , p. 81; Burns' 36-2401 through 2404)
authorizes any county or municipality, acting through its board
of county commissioners,
to build and maintain such inter state
bridge s in cooperation with any contiguous county or municipality. This statute further authorizes the board of county corn-

s

mis sion ers t o pl edge t o the pa y m ent of on e-half of th e ex p ense
for the con structi on and maintenan ce, subject t o th e ap propri ation of fund s by the county coun cil.
Th e sec on d and m ore detailed proc ed ur e (Ac ts 1927, Cha p .
238, p. 692 ; Burn s' 36-2405 th ro ug h 2424) for constru ct in g and
maintaining int erstate bridg es a uth ori zes th e b oa rd of co unty
commi ss ioner s to appoint a five-m an bri dg e commi ss ion hav in g
the power of a corporate body t o act in behalf of and fo r t he
county. The se statute s further authori ze th em to cooper at e an d
join with a similar commi ss ion fr om th e adjoining st ate to fo rm
a joint commi ss ion to exe cute th e seve ral st ages of fina nc ing ,
con structing, ma int aining , and op eratin g such int erstate bridges.

Indiana Flood Control and Water Resources Commission
Indiana statute s also provide the flood control commi ss ion
with limit ed ye t quit e specifi c auth orit y ov er brid g es an d a ll
oth er "s tru ctur e, obstru cti on , depos it, or exc ava ti on to be
erect ed, made, or maintained in or on any floo dway ," as se t
forth in th e 1945 Fl ood Cont ro l Act (A ct s 1945, Cha p . 318, p .
1480 ; B urn s' 27-1101 through 1123) . In ac cordan ce w it h the se
statute s and th e pr ese nt regulation s of t he flood contr ol commi ssion , it is r equ ired and nece ssa ry t o submit "A ppli ca t ion fo r
Appro val of Con stru cti on in a F loodw ay" to th e flood con tro l
commi ss ion fo r all brid ges ( co unt y, city, or st at e) in th e vic inity
of urban ar eas and fo r all oth er brid g es in rur al areas crossing
stream s that hav e drainage ar eas of 50 squ a re mil es or m ore.
The flood commi ss ion 's main point of inter est in reviewi ng
and approving plan s for prop os ed bridge constructi on is to
minimi ze en croa chm ent s on or res tri cti on s in th e floodway an d
to det ermin e that th e floo dw ay ope nin g und er th e brid ge is
ad equat e to handl e th e str ea m flow at floo d stage . W h ile th e
flood co ntrol commi ss ion ha s no prim ary int eres t in the struc tural detail s of the bridge, it is som etim es int eres t e~ in t he
footing s for pi er s and abutment s w her e high ve locit y flows a re
anticipat ed.
Th erefor e, in th e pr elimin ary p lann ing st ages fo r county
bridg e proj ect s, th e board of count y co mmi ss ion ers ( or it s duly
auth ori ze d r epre se nt ativ e) should submi t "A ppli cation fo r Ap proval of Con stru cti on in a Flood way" ( a st andard ap p licati on
form) to the flood control commi ss ion . The applic ation mu st be
accompani ed w ith pr eliminar y eng in ee ring plan s th at in clude
9

(a) location map, (b) profile of roadway, ( c) elevation of old and
new bridges , (cl) drainage area, ancl (e) a plan and elevation
view of the proposed bridge. The approva l of the preliminary
plans by the flood contro l commi ssion should be obtained before
proceeding with the detailed de sign plans for the bridge project .
The application
on the information

forms for , approval and detailed instructions
required are available on request to :

Indiana Flood Control ancl \ Vater Resources
606 State Office Building
100 N. Senate Avenue
Indianapoli s 4, Indiana

Comm iss ion

Corps of Engineers
In accordance with federal statutes and regulations the U. S.
Army , Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction over all navigab le
streams. Within Indiana, portions of the Wabash , vVhite, and
Grand Calumet Rivers are designated by the Corp s of Engi neers to be navigable streams . The Wabash River is designated
to be navigable as far north as Wabash, Indiana . The White
River is considered to be navigable from its mouth to the junction of the East and West Forks, the East Fork White River
to Portersville, Indiana, and the West Fork White Ri ver to the
Indiana . The
B. & 0 . Railroad bridge we st of Washington,
Grand Calumet River (and the Indiana Harbor Canal) arf' navigable throughout all of the portion located in Indiana.
Preliminary plans for (county , city, or state) propo sed bridge
crossings of those portions of the Wabash, White, or Grand
Calumet Rivers considered to be navigable must be approved by
the U . S. Army, Corps of Engineers.
This approval may be
obtained through the offices of the Indiana Flood Control and
\Vater Resources Commission , which maintains liaison with the
Corps of Engineers, or by writing directly to either of the following addresses:
The District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District ,
Louisville
Corps of Engineers
830 West Broadway
Louisville 1, Kentucky
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For projects
on Ohio,
Wabash, or White Rivers
or tributaries
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The District Engineer
U. S. Army Engineer District,
Chicago
Corps of Engineers
475 Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54, Illinois

All other projects located
in north ern Indiana

Indiana State Highway Commission
While there are numerous areas of cooperation between the
Indiana State Highway Commission and the boards of county
commissioners, the State Highway Commission, under present
Indiana statutes, has no legal authority or jurisdiction, as such,
over county highways . However, by federal regulation, the
State Highway Commission administers the federal aid funds
to counties when formally requested . Proposed county road or
county bridge projects utilizing federal aid funds are subject to
review and approval by the State Highway Commission to determine that they will comply with the standards and requirements
of the federal regulations . Requests for information on federal
aid programs sho uld be addressed to :
Engineer of County Federal Aid
Indiana State Highway Commission
State Office Building
100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis 4, Indiana

Bureau of Public Roads
Federal statutes designate the state highway departments of
each state to administer all federal aid highway programs within
the state. The U. S. Bureau of Public Roads therefore has no
direct authority or jurisdiction
over county roads or county
bridges. Any direct cooperation between the Bureau of Public
Roads and the boards of county commissioners
is normally
accomplished through the Indiana State Highway Commission.
However, it should be noted that in cases of necessity, correspondence may be addressed to:
District Engineer
Bureau of Public Roads
U. S. Dept. of Commerce
IST A Building
150 West Market Street
J ndianapolis, Indiana
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II-SOURCES
OF FUNDS FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
OF COUNTY BRIDGES
General
Indiana statute s from eary time s to present have generally
recognized a distinction between county bridge construction
and
Ko t only do we have separate statute s
county road construction.
for roads and for bridge s, but the statutes have generally provided the counties with broader fiscal powers for the construction and repair of bridges .
The existing state and federal statutes provide Indiana coun ty highway department s with three primary so urce s of revenue
for the construction
and repair of county bridges as follows:
Motor Vehicle Highway Account-statutory
state aid to
counties for both roads and bridges
Federal-Aid Secondary Funds-optional
federal aid to
counties for both roads and bridges
County Taxation Funds-optional
county taxation
for
bridges only; may be in the form of (a) cumulative
bridge fund s, ( b) co unty general fund s, ( c) bond iss ue s.

\

I

I ;

0

0

0

Fig. 4. The se are sources of funds available to Indi ana county highway
departments for bridg e construction, repair, or maintenanc e.
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.--\clclitional information on these three sources of revenue
county bridges is outlined in the following paragraph s.

for

Special Note: The reader and particularly
the Indiana
county road official should consult the late st edition of
the '' Handbook of Facts and Figures on Indiana County
Roads,'' HERPIC,
Civil Engineering
Building, Purdue
University, for the specific amounts of money currently
a\'ailable to the incliviclual countie s from these so urce s of
reYenue .

Motor Vehicle Highway Account
This is the principal source of re ve nue for the overall operation of the county highway departments,
including contractual
services, purchases of materials , labor and/or equipment
required in the construction and maintenanc e of county roads and
bridge s. The YIVHA is an account of the general fund of the
state which by statute (Acts 1941, Chap. 16, p. 517, as amended;
Burns' 36-2815 through 2824) is credited with the collections of
state motor fuel taxes, motor vehicle registration fee s, and other
fees relating to the operation of m otor vehicles. These highwayuser taxes established by statute are levied and collected by the
state and after certain deductions are made for administrative
and other expenses, as provided by statute, the funds are distributed quarterly on the following basis :
53 per cent to State Highway Commission
tion and maintenance of state highways

for construc-

32 per cent to county highway departments and allocated
among the 92 counties as follows:
(a) 5 per cent divided equally
(b) 65 per cent on ratio of county road mileage in each
county to the total county road mileage in the
state
(c) 30 per cent on ratio of motor vehicle registration
in county to total motor vehicle regi st ration m
state
15 per cent to cities and towns , allocated on the basis of
the ratio of the population of each to the total city and
town population of the state .
14

Thus, in terms of county highway finance, the MVHA is
actually a statutory state aid to the counties for local road s and
bridges . Since this source of revenue is developed entirely from
highway-user
taxes, the continuing increases in motor vehicle
registration
and highway travel have produced corre sponding
increases in the amounts of revenue available to the counties
from this source. In 1961 slightly more than $42,000,000 was
distributed
to Indiana's
92 counties , ranging
from almost
$2,500,000 for Marion County to slightly less than $100 ,000 for
Ohio County; annual distributions
to individual count ies of
$300,000 to $500 ,000 are common .

County Federal Aid
This is an important supplementary
source of revenue for
county highway departments
but may only be applied to new
construction or reconstruction
of road or bridge projects located
on county federal aid routes. In addition the design features of
the projects must meet the minimum stand a rds approved for
the class of project in questi on. (See Appendix A.) The federal
statutes covering the Federal Aid Secondary highway program
require that at least SO per cent of the FAS funds apportioned
to the states be made available for construction
on county
federal aid projects.
Thus, in terms of county highway finance , Federal Aid Secondary (FAS) funds are optional federal aid grants availab le to

Fig. 5. County federal aid is an important source of funds for the construction
of major bridg es.
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counties on a :iO-.'iO matching basis for local roads and bridges.
All county road officia ls are urged to make maximum use of
this source of revenue. Overall, FAS funds will increase the
average Indiana county 's highway income by approximate ly 8
per cent. For Indiana counties in particu la r , FAS fund s provide
an excell ent method of supplement in g a long-range bridge improvement program.
Over the past several year s there has been a s)ow but steady
in crease in the amount of federa l aid avai labl e to the counties .
Jn 1962, $3,400,000 in FAS fund s was apportioned and available
to Indiana count ies on the basis of county area, popu lation, and
road mileage. The fund s are administered through the Indiana
State Highway Commission and requests for information
on
county federal aid shou ld be addressed to: Engineer of County
Federal Aid, ISHC.

County Taxation Funds
Revenue from county taxation is avai lab le for bridge construction and repair on an optional• basis and in three possib le
forms : cumulati ve bridge fund , county general fund, or bond
issue . Specific information on the se three funds is a s fo llow s:
Cumulative

Bridge Fund

This is perhaps th e mo st important supp lementary source of
revenue for the construction and repair of county bridges and
grade separations.
Indiana statutes (Acts 1951 , Chap. 299, p.
<J89 as amended; Burns ' 36-1910 t hrou g h 1912) author ize the
co unt y commi ssioner s of the in di vi dual county unit s to es tabli sh
a county -wide tax levy on a ll ta xab le persona l and real property
for the purpo se of acc u mulating funds for the construction and
repair (but not maint en ance) of co unty hi g hwa y bridges. Th e
tax levy for thi s purp ose may be es tabli shed for a period of hve
years and ma y be renewed for lik e periods of time; h owever,
the amo unt of the tax levy may not exceed 20 cent s per $100 of
taxable prop ert y and mu st be ad vertised annu a lly along with
other count y t ax le vies. Th e comp lete detailed procedure for
es tabli shing a cumulativ e bri dge fund is outlined in Appendix B.
While t h is sourc e of r eve nu e is optiona l w ith the individu al
county units , count y road official s, and county comm is sioners
in particular , are urged to make the maximum po ss ible use of
thi s source of revenue for brid g e programs. The yearl y income
from a cumulative brid ge fund d epends on the amount of the
16

tax and the assessed valuation for the county. Gen erally, a
cumulative bridge fund can increa se the annual income from 15
to 30 per cent. Since this source of re venue is dedicated ex clusively to th e construction and repair (but not maintenan ce ) of
bridge s, all counties should take adva'l1tage of thi s method of
increa sing the available
income fo r bridg e impro vemen t
program s.
County General Fund

Revenue for bridge progran1s from the county general fun d
is handled in the sa me manner as any other county ta x fund.
Therefore, no special procedure is required to develop this source
of funds . It should be .noted that the county general fund is
seldom used as a primary source of revenue, but it often se r ves
as a secondary so urce of revenue.
Bond Issue
This is another important supplementary
so urce of revenue
for financing the new construction of county bridges . A bond is sue is normally u se d only for major bridge structures but is also
sometimes u se d for emergency con struction of smaller bridge
structures.
Present Indiana statutes ( Burns' 26-532) give the
county council " the exclusive power to authorize the bo rrowing
of money for the county, but the total amount of indeb ted ness
shall not exceed an amount equaling 2 per cent of the taxable
property in the county ... " In addition the present statu tes on
the limitation of tax levies (Burns' 64-313) provide that a peti tion by fifty or more owners of ta xa ble real estate is a prelim inary requirement for initiating the bond issue procedure.

With these limitations, bond iss ues are used to finance br idge
construction only in those cases where the structure se rves t h e
needs and interest s of the entire community or where an emergency is created by flood or other di sas ter. As of December
1960, there were 19 Indiana counties that had outstanding bri dge
bond issues ; the original amounts of these bond issue s vary from
as little as $ 11,000 to as much as $3,500,000.
It should be noted , however, tha t a separate bond issue is
normally made for each individual bridge project. The revenue
from the bond issue may be combined with fund s from other
so urces, such as county federal aid funds or Motor Vehicle High way Account funds , to cover the total estimated cost of the pro posed bridge proj ect . ( See Section V.)
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III-COUNTY-WIDE
INVENTORY LOG OF
BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
General
A first st ep in devel op ing a sou nd county bridge program is
to take in ve ntory of all bridges and cul ve rt s; thi s is important
for planning and for financin g. Cons id erabl e tim e an d effort will
be required to make a field examination of each structur e. Basic
information on th e structure 's serv ice and u se as we ll as it s
dimensions and mat erial s mu st be gathered. In additi on , informati on on the phy sica l condition, rating , and recommended impi:ovements mu st also be obtained in the field in order to develop
a realistic estimate of needs and costs.
The basic purpose of inventory data is to develop a measure
of b ridge and culvert statu s and needs for replacement and
repair. This is of prim ary use to county road officials in th e
orderly manag ement of county roads and bridges. A seco ndar y,
but equally important , u se of th e inventory data is in the support
of requests for finan ces t o the county council. Structure in ve ntory data also can be u sed to develop impartial decisions in
dealing with spec ial-int eres t pressure gro up s.

Rel ationship of Structure Inventory to Road Inventory
Ide ally, bridge and culvert inventories and road inventories
should b e performed concurrently . Bot h of these in ve nt orie s
a re fundamenta l requir eme nt s for good county road management. However, the fact that th e road inv ent ory is not plann ed
should not deter or delay th e progress of th e bridge and culvert
in ve ntor y . The main advantage in making both in ve nto rie s at
th e same time is that botli. have a common system of reference,
su ch as structure numb er, road numb er, a nd log mile. In any
eve nt , the inventory of eit h er roads or bridges must be approached wi th the view that both wil! ultim ate ly be combi ned
int o an overall county hi ghway inventory t o serve the needs of
good county road mana gement. The inventory in form ati on pro vides basic file data for the sta rt of a service r eco r d on each
individual struc tur e.
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The reader and particularly county road officials should
refer to the following publication for additional information on county road planning and programs:
"Manua l on Advanced Road Programs"
(October 1960),
National Association of County Engineers, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D . C.

Preliminary Data, Inventory

Crews, and Equipment

Taking a county-wide inventory of bridges and culverts is
basically an "orga nized gathering of information ." Therefore,
one of the first steps in this process is to determine what information may already be available on county roads, bridges , and
culverts. The Planning Division of the Indiana State Highway
Commission collects certain information that can be of considerable assistance in getting started.
A sample inventory card in current use by the Planning
Division, ISHC, is shown in Figures 6 and 7. It is important to
note that this information will relate primarily to location and
overall dimensions of bridges and culverts; it mu st be supplemented by other field information in order to determine the
condi tion and rating of each structure.
The assignment of competent and qualified personnel to a
bridge inventory crew is essential for the field work . Ideally,
the bridge inventory crew should be under the supervision
of an experienced county highway engineer and by all means
the crew chief should have a basic understanding
of bridges,
their structural defects , and field repair methods.
Normally, one logging crew, consisting of a crew chief and
one or two aides, is adequate to carry out a county-wide inventory within a reasonable period of time . This assignment should
not be merely a " rainy-day" duty; if so, the inventory process
drags on indefinitely and suffers for lack of uniformity.
The
following is a recommended list of eq uipment for the logging
crew:
(a) Automobile-preferably
a 4-door sedan, equipped
with a precise odometer ( 1-ft survey meter) for the
accurate logging of distance.
(b) County roa d maps-several
copies of the latest available edition, accurate as to both county roads and
drainage.
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Fig . 6. This is the front side of an "Indiana Road Inventory" card-form used
by the Planning Division of the ISHC. Besides road data , the location
of a county bridge and its assigned number are provided.
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(c) Bridge and culvert inventory card forms-an
ample
supply of 8,½ by 11 in. tagboard cards as illu st rated m
Figure 9.
( d) Tape-metallic
or steel, 50 or 100 ft
(e) Tape -fl exible, ·steel, 6 ft
( f) Hand level and level rod
(g) Plumb bob and line
(h) Compass (pocket)
(i) Camera and supply of film
(j) Hip boots - one or more pairs
(k) Life jacket

Fig. 8. T he well -equipped crew shown here is obtaining bridge dimen sions for
a county bridge inventory program. A third man in the
crew is at the other end of th e tape .

Definition and Types of Bridges and Culverts
A bridge is a structure providing passage over a stream,
river, canal , valley, road, or other ob struction , and leaving a
clear way beneath. The American Association of State Highway
Officials (AASHO) applies a size limitation to bridges: " Structures over 20 ft long measured along the centerline of th e roadway between in side faces of end supports, including both stream
crossing and grade separations."
This is a commonly accepted
definition for bridges and is used in this bulletin.
Culverts are defined as structures that carry water beneath
a road and are less than 20 ft long mea sured parallel to the centerline of the roadway . An installation with multiple openings
21

may be classified as a bridge, provided the effective drainage
opening is 20 ft or more mea sure d parallel to the centerline of
the road,Yay and. further, that pipe conduit, if used, ha s an effectiYe diameter of at least 54 in.
Common types of existing bridges, culverts , headwalls, and
endwalls are illustrated in :-\ppendices C, D, and E , respectively.
These line clra,Yings will be helpful to the logging crews for
field identification.

Inventory Forms
The sa mple inventory form show n in Figure 9 is generally
self-explanatory
and ha s been designed to provide a meth od of
assembling a maximum of information on the individual bridge
or culvert structure while using a single form . It is recommended that the inventory form be printed on a medium-weight tagboard and on light-weight
bond paper. The tagboard cards
should be fillecl out and u sed as a "work copy'' in the field . This
sa me information should then be type d (in triplicate ) on th e
light-weight
bond forms as information and reference copies .
It should be noted that th e information on the samp le inventory form , Figure 9, ha s been organized into seve ral categories
or areas of information.
The following is a listing of these
categories along with their purpo se:
SERVICE AND USE-how
is t he bridge or culvert used
by the community and what se rvic e does it provide?
DRAil'\AGE A ND FLOOD DATA-is
the bridge or culvert subject to flood; if so, to what extent?
DllVIi;:NSIOJ\'S AND MATERIALS
(DRIDGES )-what
is the size and type of bridge and how mad e?
Dli\1E:\'S10:S:S
AND :-IATERIALS
(C U LVERTS)what is the size and type of culvert and how made?
CONDITION
AND PRIORITY-what
is the physical
state or condition of the structure
and how does
this compare with minimum tolerable standards and
the priority rating of other bridges?
RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS
- what shou ld be
done to make the structure mor e serviceable or sa fer?
ESTIMATED
COSTS-within
limits, how much will th e
recommended improvement s cost?
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It is important for county road officials, and particularly the
bridge logging crew, to realize the need for developing information in each of these categories for each bridge structure as
the inventory progresses . In other words, all of the information
set forth on the sample form is needed in order to make sound
decisions on planning and financing a county bridge program.
Furthermore , additional field notes may be required to fully
explain unusual needs or conditions.
In addition to the use of the inventory cards and forms in the
initial inventory log of the county bridges and culverts, it is
recommended that new inventory cards be filled out for each
new bridge or culvert as it is constructed or installed . In this
way; the county can have a current, up-to-date record of all
bridge and culvert structures.

Field Logging of Bridges and Culverts
As noted previously, the bridge logging crew should be
headed by a crew chief who has a basic understanding of highway
structures,
their structural
defects, and field repair methods.
After the available record information relating to the county
bridges and culverts has been assembled, the field logging operation should be organized.
In starting the field logging a definite schedule and routing
of the field crew should be prepared so that the field work can
proceed in an orderly manner. Ideally, the complete county road
numbering and naming system should be worked out in advance
of the field logging .
The field work should start in some definite part or area of
the county and continue until substantially all of the field work
is complete in that area. One convenien t method is to divide the
county into approximate quarters similar to that used in the
road numbering procedure, then t o systematically
log the location and structur e informat ion on a " road-by-road " and "struc ture-by-structure " basis . Aft er one quarter is complete, the field
logging should proceed to anoth er . It should be understood that
the field logging can proceed in an orderly and efficient way
only if the crew is fully manne d and equipped as previously out lined.
Every effo rt should be made t o complete t h e field logging,
making all m eas urem ent s, in spection s, sk etc h es, and photographs , in one, and only one, trip to the structure site . How24

ever, there will be occasions when two or more trips to the site
will be req,uired . It may be necessary to go back at a later date
when the water level is lower for a better inspection of piers,
Some larger structures may warabutments , and foundations.
rant a design re-analysis which undoubtfdly would require sev eral inspection trips . This type of work would also have to be
done by an experienced bridge engineer.
The inventory log form, · F igure 9, should be completed in
detail for bridges of all sizes and for culverts down to a size
of 54 in. Culverts less than 54 in. are ordinarily inventoried during a roadway inventory; however, if no roadway inventory is
planned in the near future, it would be desirable to at least list
the location, diameter, and general condition of culverts smaller
than 54 in.
It is also recommended that the inventory log of each individ ual bridge structure be supplemented
with appropriate photo graphs that will at least show an approach view and a drainageway view of the bridge . While the photographs may often be of
limited value to the county highway engineer who is familiar
with the bridges, the main value of the photographs is in presenting an overall review of county bridge problems. Good, wellplanned photographs will prove particularly effective in supporting budget requests for additional financing .
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IV-CONDITION
AND PRIORITY RATING FOR
BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
General
The ph ysica l condition, adequacy, and safety of a struc ture
can be determined by an analysis of its six mo st important
features : ( 1) load capacity - depends much on original design,
(2) structural condition -d epends much on the present condition of materials , (3) horizontal clearance, ( 4) waterway area,
(5) approach alignment, and (6) vertical clearance. A portion of
the inventory form entitled "Co ndition and Priority" is provided
for. rating each of these six features and obtaining a numerical
condition rating for the structure.
With a condition rating for each structure in the county highway system a priority rating can easily be developed to indicate
which structure or group of structures should be repaired or
improved first . The condition rating and the priority rating
given in thi s manual are highly simplified versions of t hose recommended by the National Association of County Engineers.
An experienced county highway supervisor or professional engineer might prefer to use the NACE recommended system.
This section also presents recommended design and tolerable
standards for structures on arterial, feeder, and local roads. The
design standards provide for good and adequate struc tures
which can handle present and ne ar -future traffic. The tolerable
standards de scribe the minimum structure conditions county
road officials should tolerate on their roads.

Roadway Width and Height Clearance
Measure the minimum horizontal and vertical roadway clearance throu g h the structure.
Compare the measurements to the
standards provided in Tables 1 an d 2. No te tha t the sta ndards
are for arterial, feeder, and local roads. Fro m the tables determine (a) whether the existing condition is good, fair, poor, or
very poor; and (b ) the number of points to be assigned in the
"Condition and Priority" portion of the inventory log.
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TABLE 1
RECOMMENDED STANDARDS AND RATINGS
ROADWAY WIDTH CLEARANCE

FOR

Clearnnce for Bridges on Roads
Rating
Width
Standards
Design

Tolerable

Arterial
Width (ft.)

Feeder
Local
Width (ft .) Width (ft.)

28

24

22

27
26

23

21

25
24

22

20

- 24

-22

-20

Condition

Points

Good

20

Fair

15

Poor

7

Very Poor

0

TABLE 2
RECOMMENDED STANDARDS
VERTICAL HEIGHT

AND RATINGS
CLEARANCE

FOR

Clearance for Bridges on Roads
Rating
Height
Standards
Design

To lerable

Arterial
Height (ft)

Feeder
Local
Height ( ft) Height ( ft)

Condition

Points

14

14

14

Good

5

13

13

13
12

Fair

4

12

12

11
10

Poor

2

Very Poor

0

-12

-12

- 10
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Fig . 10. When making vertical and horizontal roadway clearance measurements
for a bridge inventory, measure minimum openings as
indicated by the dashed lines.

Fig. 11. In ratin g the approaches of br idges durin g the inventor y, hor izontal
and ver tica l alignment are consider ed.
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Approach Alignment
The approach alignment should be rated on the basis of difference between the safe road spee d and the safe speed on the
approach. Safe speed depends on curvature and stopping sight distance on either approach.
Good, fair, poor, and very poor
approaches are described below . The rating points assigned to
each condition are shown.

Fig. 12. The

steep approach shown
therefore the approach

here great ly reduces sight
1s given a low rating .
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distance ,

TABLE 3
RECOMMENDED
CULVERT

Approach
Alignment
Standards

Design

STANDARDS AND RATINGS FOR BRIDGE
APPROACH ALIGNMENT ON ARTERIAL,
FEEDER, AND LOCAL iOADS

Rating
Approach Alignment
The road approaching the structure, on either
end, offers no restri ctive condition of horizontal or vertical curvature or stopping sightdistance for the maximum safe road speed.
The approaches have enough curvature or impaired stopping sight-distance to cause motorists to slightly reduce safe road speed. There
have been no accidents attributable to the
approach conditions.

Tolerable

AND

The approach curvature or stopping sightdistance causes a definite reduction in speed.
There have been no accidents of any consequence.
The approaches to the structure pre.sent a serious safety hazard due to very sharp vertical
or horizontal curves or inadequate stopping
sight-distance. There are indications that the
bridge has been repeatedly bumped or scraped.
Bridge accidents have been reported .

Condition Points

Good

15

Fair

12

Poor

6

Very
Poor

0

Waterway Area
The waterway area of a bridge or culvert is inadequate when
it restricts the flow of water so as to cause upstream flooding.
Information on flooding which is due to a restriction u sually tells
more about the adequacy of the size of the water way opening
than the actual size measurements.
Therefore , the area of the
waterway opening is rated on the basis of reported or recorded
upstream flooding. The waterway area conditions are described
and assigned rating points in Table 4.
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Fig . 13. The waterway area of this bridge consists of all the area enclosed
by the dashed lines.
TABLE

4

RECOMMENDED
STANDARDS
AND RA TINGS FOR THE ADEQUACY OF WATERWAY
AREA OF BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
ON ARTERIAL, FEEDER, AND LOCAL ROADS
Waterway
Area
Standards
Design

Tolerable

Rating
Amount of Upstream Flooding and Damage

Condition Points

No upstream flooding .

Good

15

Occasional upstream flooding but no damage
of importance.

Fair

12

Occasional upstream flooding (less than once
in five years) causing brief closure of road
but causing no serious damage to the structure
or its approaches.

Poor

6

Frequent upstream flooding (more often than
once in five years) causing closure of road
and danger to the integrity of the structure
and its approaches.

Very
Poor

0

Structural Condition
Structural
condition as used here refers primarily to the
soundness and the functional capability of materials-steel
, concrete, and wood . The structural condition is rated on the condition of materials and the amount of maintenance
being per 31

iormed on the structure . In steel construction look for condition
of paint, degree of rusting , looseness of riv ets and joints, and
alignment problems . Concrete structures and concre t e floors on
steel structures should be ch ecked for crack ing, spalling, scaling ,
In timber span s and floors check the
or general di sintegration.
condition of paint , wood rot, wear (floors) , cracking , splitting,
warping, splices, cam b er, and crushing at the joint s.
Check the superstructure
and substructure for the above materia l cond it ions, alignment, and for damag e by - vehicles, fire,
ice, debris, an d vandals. The sub structure include s abutments ,
bents, piers, piles. etc . ; also check th es e for settlement, tilting,
and undermining.
Rate the overall structural condition and assign the rating
poin t s according to the system shown in Table 5.

Fig , 14, The physical condition of bridge materials determ ines th e rati ng given
to "Structural Conditi on" on the inventory form.
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TABLE

5

RECOMMENDED
STANDARDS
AND RATINGS OF GENERAL
STRUCTURAL
CONDITION
OF BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
ON ARTERIAL, FEEDER, AND LOCAL ROADS
Rating
Structural
Standards

Design

Tolerable

Condition of Structural Members and
Amount of M~intenance Required

Condition Points

All structural members as sound as those of
a new or tJearly new structure. Only routine
maintenance required .

Good

20

Main structural components essentially sound
but structure requires fairly frequent maintenance.

Fair

15

Main structural components have been weak ened to some extent by rust, scaling, spalling,
rot, etc. Possible to maintain but requires
frequent inspection and considerable expense.
Condition warrants extensive rebuilding or
replacement .

Poor

7

Structurally deteriorated to the point where
much of original strength has been impaired,
constant surveillance is required and maintenance effort required is excessive . Condition
urgently warrants rebuilding or replacement.

Very
Poor

0

Load Capacity
The load capacity of an existing structure will depend much
on the original design , i.e., the size and strength of the structural
members. Revaluating the load capacity of many of the smaller
and older structures does not present much of a problem . Ac cording to Table 6, structures that can not carry 10 or 15 tons
are given a load capacity rating of zero . Undoubtedly
a great
many structures
in most counties would receive a rating of
zero, and it would not require an expert to do the analysis.
The rating of the larger and heavier structures in a county
may have to be done by an experienced bridge engineer. When
the load capacity is determined by a competent party , the information may be used for posting load limits as well as for mventory information.
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Fig 15. Load capacity, which is also considered in a bridge inventory, depends
mainly on the original design, but also on the structural condition of the members. This light truss failed
because of inadequate load capacity.

Table 6 shows recommended load capacity standards and the
load capacity ratings for county bridges on arterial, feeder and
local roads .
TABLE
RECOMMENDED

6

RA TINGS AND STANDARDS
LOAD CAPACITY

FOR

Load Capacity for Bridges on Roads

Load Capacity
Standards
Design

Tolerable

Rating

Arterial
Capacity
(Tons)

F eeder and
Loca l Capaci ty
(To ns)

20

15

Good

25

19

18

14
13

Fair

18

17
16

12
11

Poo r

8

15

10

- 15

- 10

V ery P oor

0
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Condition

Points

Making and Using Priority Ratings
The Condition Rating of the structure is the sum of the points
assigned to each of the six significant structure characteristics.
A structure in good condition and meeting all recommended
design standards would have a top Condition Rating of 100
points. A sample computation is shown on the right side of
Table 7, which is a reproduction of a portion of the "Bridge and
Culvert Inventory Log" form:
TABLE 7
A SAMPLE

CONDITION

CALCULATION
OF CONDITION
PRIORITY RATING

RATING

AND

AND PRIORITY
Good

Roadway Width
Vertical Clearance
Approach Alignment
Waterway Area
Structural Condition
Load Capacity

20
5
15
15
20
25

Fair

15
4 V

12
12 V
15
18

Poor

7
2

v

6
6

7 V
8

Very
Poor

0
0
0
0
0

Rating
Assigned

7
4

v

0 V

Total Condition Rating Points
Priority Rating = (100 - Condition Rat ing)

=
=

0
12
7
0
30
70

The Priority Rating is found by simply subtracting the value
Observe in
of the Condition Rating from 100 (PR = 100-CR).
the example that the structur~ in question has a low Condition
Rating of 30 points . The Priority Rating is therefore 70. In
other words, structures in poor condition should have a high
priority number in order to get priority attention or early repair .
A new, high-type bridge would have a Priority Rating of zero.
The priority rating system described here should only be used
to compare similar structure types on similar road types. In
other words, separate priority listings should be developed for
each of t he following six categories of structures:
(1) bridges
located on arterial roads, (2) bridges located on feeder roads,
(3) bridges locat ed on local roads, (4) culverts located on arterial
roads, (5) culverts located on feeder roads, (6) culverts located
on local roads. It is the responsibility of the county road officials
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to select from these several sets of priority Listings the structure ,
or small group of structures, to be repaired first.
To help select the structures for immediate repair or improvement and those for later repair or improvement, consider structure importance.
A bridge on a primary road is considerably
more important than a similar bridge, in a similar condition, on
a feeder road.
Other factors to be considered in programing the work are
(1) geographic distribution of work within the county , (2) con tinuity of route improvement,
(3) replacement versus major
repair, ( 4) coordination with related projects of the State Highway Commission, and (5) availability of matching funds for FAS
projects. These factors , which influence programing,
are discussed in more detail in the following section .
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V-COUNTY

-WIDE PROGRAM FOR BRIDGE
IMPROVEMENT
General

A program for bridge improvement 1s a plan of act ion that
brings together information
described in previous sections of
the manual. It is not practical to set forth definite procedures
for developing a specific county -wid e program of bridge improvement; however, general guides and principles are recommended
which, if followed, should give county road officials an insight
for a progressive bridge program.

Needs Report on County Bridges and Culverts
The needs report may be a formal report which closely ties
together all the information, or it may be an assembly of separate items . In any event, a need s report is a definite requirement and should include the items listed below. Most of these
items are described more fully in earlier pages.

FIELD

INVENTORY

BRIDGE"

PRIORITY

AND

OF

MAP

IMP ROVEMENTS

ESTIMATED

SUMMARY

DATA

LIST

RECOMMENDED
AHO

CULVERT

COS TS

NEEDS

Fig . 16. The formal needs report contains the items listed in this illustration.

Inventory Cards and Forms
After the completion of the field logging and county-wide
inventory of bridges and culverts, the inventory cards along
with any photographs
should be made a part of the official
county highway file records, and the two or more copies of the
light-bond, typed , inventory forms should be bound and indexed
as an "Inventory
Book of Bridges and Culverts ." One such
bound inventory book should be fried with the county auditor
as a part of the official county records .
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Bridge and Culvert Map
From the inventory records an official " Count y Map of
Briqges and Culverts" should be prepared to a scale of an inch
to the mile, or greater, if desired . This map should also show
the entire county highway system along with the major drainage
lines and the functional cla ssification of the roads as arterial ,
feeder, and local. The location of each structure should be indicated with sy mbols that distinguish bridges from culverts . The
map symbols should also be accompanied by the structure number so that the inventory information can be related to the map
location. At least three copies of such a map should be prepared and be available in the offices of the board of county commissioners, the county highway supervisor,
and the county
auditor.

Priority Lists
Priority listings may be developed in a number of ways .
Perhaps the easiest and quickest way is to arrange the inventory
form for each structure in numerical sequence by its priority
rating. This procedure will produce six priority listings: bridges
on arterial, feeder, and local roads; and culverts on arterial,
feeder, and local roads. Each priority listing should start with
the lowest numerical priority rating in that group.

Recommended Improvements and Estimated Costs
This information must be completed for each bridge and
culvert before an improvement program can be fully developed.
Ideally, this should be worked out, particularly the recommended improvements,
concurrently
with the field logging and inspection . Each part of the "Needs Report" is important, but
unless the recommended improvements and estimated costs are
completed and summarized for all the bridges and culverts in
the county , county road officials will often be unable to justify
the improvement program. This particular point is often very
critical with respect to getting public support and approval of
the financing for the improvement program .

Summary of Needs

In addition to developing all of the basic items of
tion that relate to the planning decisions of county road
a summary capsule of overall county needs for bridge
vert improvement must be prepared. Such a summary
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informaofficials,
and cul must be

expressed in terms that the local public can understal)d, and
must be given sufficient publicity to insure that the county's
needs for bridge and culvert replacement are understood.
Here again there is no set rule for the content of a needs
summary, but the following data are recommended:
... The number of bridges on arterial, feeder, and local roads,
and their estimated replacement cost at current prices .
... The number of culverts (all sizes) crossing arterial, feeder,
and local roads, and their estimated replacement cost at
current prices .
... The number of bridges having a "poor" or "very poor"
rating for each of the six structure characteristics
rated
(roadway width, vertical clearance, approach alignment,
waterway area, structural condition, and load capacity)
along with their estimated replacement costs at current
prices.

Financial Plan
After the needs report has been completed, a financial plan
to sustain the improvement program is required. The kind of
financial plan usually will govern the rate at which construction
and replacement can proceed.
Indiana county road officials have three major sources of
revenue, outlined in Section II; these are:
Motor Vehicle Highway Account
Federal Aid Secondary (FAS)
County Taxation
Cumulative Bridge Fund
General Fund
Bond Issues

In working out a financial plan for a county bridge improvement program, county road officials should review the availability of funds from all possible sources. It is only logical that
cumulative bridge funds and FAS funds will form the principal
financial resources for a county bridge improvement program;
however, serious consideration should be given to MVHA funds
for short -term needs and to bond issues for long -term needs.

Short-Range and Long-Range Programs
A long-range program may be thought to cover a period of
about ten years and to embody long-term objectives for upgrad39

ing the entire county highway system from the standpoint of
both traffic safety and capacity . The number of bridge projects
proposed in a long-range program must, of course, be within the
capabilities of the financial plan , and the projects should be presented in a tentative schedule that will indicate the approximate
order and year in which the improvements are to be made .
A short-range program is that portion of the long-range pro gram that is to be executed in the immediate and near future,
within approximately
two to three years. It will include those
projects for which plans and specifications are already available
and which will be bui lt under next year 's budget . These projects
will generally have high priority ratings . To insure the orderly
progress of bridge improvement, the short -range program must
also include a fairly firm list of projects for at least three years
ahead. This will assure ample time for preparation of surveys,
plans, and specifications in advance and will permit a steady
flow of work , even in the face of unexpected problems and
delays .

Other Factors in Programing
In addition to the numerical priority rating for the selection
of projects to be included in a bridge improvement
program,
there are often a number of other -factors which should be con sidered but which cannot be reduced to a priority formula . Some
of the more common factors that arise are listed below; the
order of listing does not necessarily
indicate an order of
importance.

Geographic Distribution

of Work within County

Unless there are compelling and justifiable reasons, the program should not be concentrated
in one particular section of
the county-this
only raises questions in the mind of the public .

Continuity of Route Improvement
It is always good planning to keep the level of
along a particular route as uniform as possible;
a narrow, one-lane bridge on a newly-improved
might be given added consideration over and above
priority rating.
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improvement
for example,
arterial road
its numerical

Replacement versus Major Repairs
This is often a difficult decision in which one must rely on personal judgment. Major repairs to a one -lane bridge on an arterial
road can seldom be justified; on the other hand, major repairs
may be justified to a one'..lane bridge on a local road, particularly
where a sizable structure is involved .

Coordination with Related Projects by State Highway
New facilities on a state highway often change the classification of routes, and hence the need and priority of bridge
improvements .

Availability of Matching Funds for FAS Projects
It may prove desirable at times to advance the priority of a
project in order to obligate available FAS matching funds that
would otherwise lapse .

Program Continuity and Personnel
County bridge improvement programs that are progressive
a nd actually carry forward must be a continuing process; they
represent a process that is never really finished; they must be
managed and guided; and they must be considerably more than
a "budget -t ime problem" even though the annual budget 1s a
vital consideration.
Each year as annual budgets and appropriations
are approved, the short -r ange program should be reviewed and new
projects advanced in position so that there is always a reasonably firm list of projects to be improved for the next two or
three years ahead. And, there should always be a backlog of
plans and specifications on at least two or three projects so that
changes of schedule or substitution of projects can be effected
without completely dislocating the program.
The periodic completion of projects and up-dating of the
short -range program will eventually reduce the size of the longrange program . Therefore, the overall needs for bridge improve ment should be reviewed approximately
every five years so
that decisions can be based on up-to-date information.
Corre spondingly, the long-range program should be extended about
every six to eight years .
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If a county bridge improvement program is to achieve these
objectives and be carried forward as outlined above, there must
be competent, experienced personnel in the county highway
department.
This need for capable personnel exists with all
county road programs but is especially applicable to bridge
programs.
No matter how well-planned a program may be, it
simply cannot execute itself ; it must be managed and guided
day by day.
Ideally, all county highway departments sho uld be equipped
and staffed to perform the following:
(a) to develop a long -range bridge improvement program
for their county,
(b) to perform preliminary investigations
and field surveys for all routine projects,
( c) to prepare engineering plans and specifications for all
routine county bridge projects,
( d) to handle engineering testing and inspection of routine
bridge construction projects,
(e) to make routine bridge repairs and improvements
with their own county forces.
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VI-APPROPRIATIONS
AND EXPENDITURES
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
OF BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
General
An important and concluding step in the planning and financ ing of county bridge programs is the fiscal process of budgeting,
appropriating, encumbering, and expending the funds . The steps
in this fiscal process must conform to the requirements
of
Indiana statutes as well as the administrative
regulations set
forth by the State Board of Accounts and the State Board of
Tax Commissioners.
Thus, it is important that county commissioners, county highway supervisors , and county engineers
have an understanding
of the salient features of each step involved, since the applicable requirements
and regulations have
a direct bearing on the overall program planning .
The purpose of this section is to set forth, as simply as possible, the intent of these statutory requirements
and administrative regulations that are currently applicable to county bridge
programs. For spec ific details and questions, not covered herein
and not available from the statutory references nor from the
county auditor's office, county road officials should seek the
counsel of :
State Board of Tax Commissioners
State Office Building-Room
201
Indianapolis, Indiana
or
State Board of Accounts
State Office Building - Room 912
Indianapolis, Indiana

Calendar of Actions
The following is a listing of important calendar dates that
county road officials should keep in mind in planning their
annual county highway budgets and appropriations.
This schedule of dates is particularly important to the planning and financ ing of bridge programs since this is the only major highway
activity that currently can be financed from funds derived from
county taxation.
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Burns'
Reference

Calendar of Actions
June

-Suggested

month for county

commissioners

Aug . 1 to start proceedings to establish a cumulative
bridge fund
- Last date on which taxpayers may file a petition with county auditor for revision of
cumulative bridge fund

36-1912

36-1912

Aug . -Last
date for filing county budget estimate
with the county auditor ( on or before the
Wednesday
following the frrst Monday m
August)

26-520

Aug . -Last
date for first publication of county
budget (not less than 18 days prior to annual
meeting of council)

26-520
26-507A

Aug . -Last
date for second publication of county
budget (seven days after first publication)

49-702

Sept . -Meeting
of county council (first
after first Monday in September)

26-507 A

Tuesday

Sept . - Meet ing of County Board of Tax Adjustment
(second Monday in September)

64-310

Sept . -Last
date on which ten or more taxpayers
may appeal to State Board of Tax Commis sioners on action of county council (not later
than the fourth Monday of September)

64-1331

Oct. 1 -Last
date for County Board of Tax Adjustment to complete its duties

64-311

Nov . -Last
date for starting proceedings to request
a reappropriation
of funds by the county
council. There is no statutory deadline for
this action but it is suggested that these pro ceedings be started at least by the third week
in November in order to have sufficient time
to call the meeting of the county council and
follow all of the statutory" procedures re quired to have the claims advertised and 26-507
allowed by the board of county commission - 64-1331
ers before the end of the year.
26-817
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THE COUNTY HIGHWAY FISCAL PROCESS
SEQ UENCE

!

BUDGET ESTIMATE -

ACTION DETAILS

FORMS USED

prepared by County Highway Supervisor,
approved by Coun ty Commissioners and
submitted to th e County Council for
review, revision, and approval.

COUNTY HIGHWAY SUPERVISORS
(County Budget Form No. 26)

APPROPRIATION-

made by Ordinance adopted by County Council
after two readings; additional approprjations,
if needed, require a special meeting of the
County Council for this purpose.

ORDINANCE FOR APPROPRIATIONS
(County Budget Form No. 30)
County Auditor
handles this form

REQUISITION

prepared by County Highway Supervisor to ~how
quantity and specifications of materia ls,
supplies, or equipment required; filed with
County Auditor who advertises for Bids. County
Commissioners receive and accept or rej ect
Bid Proposals.

HIGHWAY SUPERVISOR'S
(County Form No. 116)

made by Purchase Order or Awarded Contract.
whether Purchase
Order or Contra:t, must not exceed the amount
available from the Appropriation.

PURCHASE ORDER
(General Form No. 98)
BID PROPOSAL-(by
Contractor)
(Form No. 96)

made by itemized and certified clair:t by Claimant,
approved by County Highway Supervisor, filed
with County Auditor allowed by the Board of
County Commiss ioners and a Warrant iss ued by th e
County Auditor .

CLAIM
(County Form No. 17)

1

J
EN CUM BRANCE -

The amount of encumbrance,

DISB URSEMENTSOnly After
Delivery of Goods
or Compl etion of
Contra ct

BID PROPOSAL-(by
(Form No. 95.)

REQUISITION

Vendor)

SCHEDULE OF CLAIMS
(County Form No. 3)

ESTIMATE

Construction and Repair of Bridges by County Forces
Under the present Indiana sta t utes covering public purchasing (Burns' 53-108)" . . . county commissioners, acting in behalf of any coun ty, may purchase materials in the manner provided by law
(Burns' 53-501) and perform any work by means of its
own workmen and owned or leased equipment , in the construction, maintenance , and repair of any highway , bridge,
or culvert, without awarding a contract therefor , whenever the cost of such work shall be estimated to be less
than eig ht thousand dollars ($8,000 .00) ." This am ount increased from $8,000 to $20,000 by Chap. 350, Acts 1967.

In the application of this permissive sta t ute, the estimated
cost of the bridge project should include all labor , material,
equipment rental, engineering, and all other related expenses.
It is also important to note that, even though bids would not
be received on such a project, it would be necessary to take bids
on any item of material required for the bridge project costing
$2,000* or more (Burns' 53-501).
Bridge construction or repair prq j ects that co st in excess of
$8,000 must therefore be let to contract . With this limitation,
it naturally follows that county bridge crews, even when experienced and qualifred , can on ly undertake the construction of the
small bridges or culvert structures and the normal repair of the
existing bridge structures.

Construction and Repair of Bridges by Contract
Expenditures for the construction and repair of bridges hav ing an estimated cost of $8,000 or more (Burns ' 53-108) ma y
only be made by letting the work to contract.
It should be
noted, however , that contracts may be let for less than $8,000 if
desired . This means, therefore , that practically all county bridge
structures of about 25 ft or more in length will be let to con tract; likewise, all bridge repair work of any major consequence .
Under the present Indiana statutes, in the letting of contracts
for bridge construction (Burns' 26-2001 through 2009) it is re quired that the board of county commissioners adopt plans and
specifications for the bridge construction, which are deposited
with the county auditor for public inspection from first advertise ment for letting of contract. The statutory procedure further pro * This amount increased from $1,000 to $2,000 by Chap. 328, Acts 1963.
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vi des for an advertised notice of letting on two consecutive weeks
in a newspaper having general circulation in the county, with last
publication ten days before letting. Other provisions include a
noncollusion affidavit and surety bond from the bidder, construction inspection, award of contract to lowest responsible bidder ,
power of board of cou~ty commissioners to reject any and all
bids and to re-advertise for bids, and penalty fines for failure to
comply with required procedure .

Appropriations from County Taxation
Funds derived from county taxation for the construction
and repair of county bridges are normally obtained through a
cumulative bridge fund (Appendix B) or in special or emergency situations through bond issues or directly from county
general funds. Irrespective of the method of funding, all appropriations
derived from county taxation are handled in a
like manner.

Bridge Construction
Separate appropriations
must be made for bridge construction projects with each appropriation itemized to show the location of each bridge and the amount appropriated
(Burns'
26-519).
Subsidiary cost items directly related to the bridge construction project may be included in the budget estimate and appropriation for the individual bridge project. These subsidiary cost
items include preliminary engineering (plans and specifications),
construction
engineering
(inspection and testing),
additional
right-of -way, if required, and road approaches at the ends of the
bridge. However, all of the subsidiary items of cost and expense
must be itemized in the original budget estimate in order to be
fully covered by the appropriation;
otherwise, the legality of
these subsidiary expenditures is open to question.
Another equally important point is to make the budget estimate and appropriation
adequate. The anticipated bridge construction costs must be completely covered by the available appropriation, otherwise, any proposed contract pr agreement is
" declared to be absolutely void" (Burns' 26-525). This is a critical point in the case of construction contracts.
In those cases
where all bids received are in excess of the available appropriation, the board of county comm1ss10ners must reject all bids
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and either re-advertise in anticipation of lower bid prices or
request an additional appropriation through the county council
and then re-advertise for bids .
Funds derived from county taxation
( cumu lative bridge
funds , bond issue, or county general funds) may be and often
are used as matching funds for county federal aid bridge proj ects; this procedure is highly de sirable, providing all the federal
aid requirements can be met . The use of federal aid funds, however, does not change the requirement for having each bridge
construction project itemized to show the location of each bridge
and the amount appropriated for it in all those cases where the
matching funds are derived from county taxation.
(Burns'
26-519),
Aside from the use of federal aid funds, a single source of
funds is normally used in making an appropriation for the con struction of a bridge proje,:t. However, on ma jor structures
or in hardship cases, funds ,ma y be combined or comingled from
two or more sources, pro ,viding that at the original inception of
the bridge construction project the bridge is itemized as to location and as to the amounts appropriated from the separ;;.te available sources to yield the total estimated cost of the completed
bridge construction project. It is recommended and is generally
preferable to m ake all the minor, subsidiary expenditures from
the same source of fund s.

Bridge Repair
A separate budget item and appropriation must be made for
bridge repair to be paid for out of funds derived from county
taxation. An itemization of this appropriation is also required ,
but not in the ~ame amount of detail as for bridge construction.

If the county highway department proposes to accomplish
the bridge repair work with its own labor and equipment, then
the itemization need only cover the "material" item s, by type ,
that will be required for the year's work program of bridge
repair. If, on the other hand, a part or all of the bridge repair
program is to be accomp lished on a purchase or der agreement
using equipment and labor from outside the county highway department, the item iza tion of the appropriation
should include
"Labor," "Equipme nt Rental ," and "Materials."
In either case,
the item of "Ma terials " should ordinarily be broken down into
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bridge steel, bridge timbers, bridge piling, or concrete where
these are major items to be purchased for repair work. In addition, it is necessary to take bids on any material item purchase
costing $2,000* or more (Burns' 53-501).

In working up budget estimates and appropriations for bridge
repair to be paid for out of county taxation, county road officials
should make a careful distinction between repair and mainte nance . Routine cleaning of bridge shoes, bridge painting, weedor
mo~ing at ends of bridges, minor washouts , road-grading
patching of approaches, and the clearing of trash and debris
from the bridge opening is ordinarily classified as " maintenance"
and as such may not be paid for out of funds derived out of
county taxation. Repair, on the other hand, includes the replacement or strengthening of any part of the structure , floor , foundation, piers, abutments, or guard rail, as well as major washouts
on or through approaches.
Another important regulation regarding the use of county
tax funds for bridge repair is that " Material" items cannot be
purchased to build up a stockpile inventory . Therefore , the purchasing of materials should be scheduled so that the bridge
repair materials are used during the same calendar year that
the purchase is made. In those cases where it is desirable to
carry a stockpile inventory of a particular material item, purchases should be made from gas tax funds .

Appropriations from Motor Vehicle Highway Account
Funds from this source may be appropriated
with greater
latitude than in the case of county tax funds . However , in all
cases and irrespective of the source of funds, expenditures can
only be made from appropriations
previously authorized by an
ordinance of the county council.
Bridge Construction
Under present Indiana statutes it is not necessary to make a
separate appropriation for each bridge construction project when
the cost is to be paid out of MVHA funds . Therefore, a single
appropriation
for bridge construction may cover one or more
structures without any detailed itemization , except in the case

* This

amount increased from $1,000 to $2,000 by Chap. 328, Acts 1963.
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where MVHA funds are to be combined or comingled with funds
derived from county taxation: cumulative bridge funds, county
general funds, or bond issues . (See page 47.)

Bridge Repair
An appropriation for the item of bridge repair is not required
when the cost of bridge repair is to be paid out of MVHA funds .
However, all items of "Materials" such as bridge piling, bridge
timber, and bridge steel as well as "Equipment Rental" must
have separate appropriations.
"Material" items may be purchased from MVHA funds for stockpile inventory. It should be
noted, however, that it is necessary to take bids on any material
item purchase costing $2,000* or more (Burns' 53-501) .

* This amount increased from $1,000 to $2,000 by Chap. 328, Acts 1963.
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APPENDIX

A

BRIDGE DESIGN STANDARDS
Bridges on Secondary Roads
(a) Since bridges and structures will represent a significant
portion of the cost of se·condary and feeder roads, the
economic justification
of expenditures
requires careful
coordination of bridge capacity and cost. The following
guide should be adhered to in applying AASHO standards for secondary roads :

Design Guides for Bridges on Secondary and
Feeder Roads for Classification Based on
Average Daily Traffic Volume

Item
New bridges :
Design loading

Clear roadway width,
feet*

Bridges to remain:
Safe load, inventory
rating AASHO .
1949.
Clear roadway width,
feet

Class I
over
1,000

Class II
400 to
1,000

H-15

H-15

4 feet
wider than
approach
pavement

Class III
200to
400

H-10

22-24

H-10 for treated
timber . Single
H-15 for steel
and concrete
permanent construction
20-22

H-15

H-10

Single H-10

H-6

22

18

14

* In no case less than the traveled roadway width on approaches.

t On

Class IV
less than
200

long bridges, turnouts may be considered .
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14-20t

10

(b) Design standards for Class I bridges should conform
with current practice applicable to road s with similar
traffic conditions on the federal-aid primary highway
system.
(c) Class II and III bridges, expected to carry he avy trucks
on more than an intermittent basi s, shall be designed for
a minimum capacity of H-15.
( d) On Class III bridges it is intended that the H -10 minimum design loading generally shall apply only to treated
timber trestle construction with main carrying member::;
of timber. For steel or concrete stringer and concrete
deck construction, H-15 single lane loading placed in any
position on the roadway should be the minimum used.
( e) Single-lane bridges and those of less than traveledapproach roadway width shall be considered for new
construction only in exceptional cases. Their use shall
be authorized only with the provision of standard advance warning signs and guardrail roadway transitions.
(f)

Culverts shall, in all cases, be of full shoulder to shoulder
graded width, load carrying capacity to be as given for
bridges .

(g) Minimum overhead clearance for new through structures
shall be 14 feet . Deficient clearance for span s to remain
in place shall, if feasible , be increa se d to 14 fee t and in
all cases to at least 12 feet 6 inches. Clearance less than
14 feet should be indicated by high-visibilit y overhead
signs. All clearances preferably shall apply for full width
between curbs.
(h) The vertical clearances given in pre ced ing paragraph and
widths shown in the guide shall apply to under-pas ses,
both new and those to remain in place .
(i)

Federal-aid funds may be used for reconstruction required
to bring substandard bridges up to the minimum capacities and widths specified in the guide, under " bridges t o
remain." Such work shall be limited to bridge s where
the requir ed ex penditures can b e economically justified
as a temporary expedient. Approval will be conditioned
on the understanding
that the bridges will be put on the
program for replacement in the future when conditions
warrant .
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(j)

Existing bridges of width less than that spec ified for new
bridg es, having remaining u sefu l life and adequate ca pacity, ma y be retained in place contingent on :
(1) Prov ision of good alignment and visibility in ap proach roads to insur e safe passage at traffic speeds
commensurate with the improved road
(2) Posting for load and speed limits
(3) Installation of standard advance reflectori zed signs
on approach roads and reflectorized buttons at bridge
ends
( 4) Provision of g uardrail roadway tran siti ons at bridge
ends where traffic volumes are in excess of 100 ve hicle s per day .
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APPENDIX

B

OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE TO ESTABLISH A
CUMULATIVE BRIDGE FUND FOR CON STRUCTION AND REPAIR OF
COUNTY BRIDGES
Acts of Indiana 1951-Chap. 299 as amended
Burns' Indiana Statutes 36-1910 et seq .

rOutline

below applies specifically to County Units; a similar]
is available to City Councils and Town Boards.

Iprocedure
\.

Item 1. Board of County Commissioners adopts a resolution
to provide a cumulative bridge fund in accordance with Chap.
299, Acts 1951, as amended; such resolution must specify the
proposed tax rate and the years in which it is to be levied ; a
tax levy up to 20¢ per $100 for a period not exceeding S years
is permitted under present law . See Exhibit A.

Item 2. Board of County Commissioners gives a 10-day notice to the taxpayers of the county (See Exhibit B) on the proposed action and of a public hearing on same :
by posting such notice in three ( 3) public places in the county
and
by publication in two (2) newspapers of opposite political
parties published in the county or by publication in one (1)
newspaper if on ly one ( 1) is published in the county .
Item 3. Board of County Commissioners
determines, after
holding public hearing, whether to proceed with the proposed
plan to provide a cumulative bridge fund; if the Board proceeds
with plan then the . . .
Item 4. Board of County Commissioners submits the adopt ed plan , (stating the proposed tax rate and years in which it
will be applied) along with proofs of posting and publication,
to the State Board of Tax Commissioners
for review and
approval.

Item 5. Board of County Commissioners notifies the affected
taxpayers by posting and one (1) publication as provided (in
Item 2) above that the proposed plan to provide a cumulative
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bridge fund has been submitted to the State Board of Tax Commissioners for review and approval.
See Exhibit C. Special
Note : The form notice in Exhibit C is prepared by State Board
of Tax Commissioners and mailed to County Auditor for publication.
Item 6. Not later than ten ( 10) da ys following the above
publication , ten (10) or more per so nal and property taxpayers
in the taxing di stric t (county) may file a petition with the
County Auditor, setting forth their objections to the proposed
levy.
Item 7. The County Auditor certifies such petition
immediately to the State Board of Tax Commissioners.

(if filed)

Item 8. The State Board of Tax Commissioners sets a date
for a local hearing on such petition of objections and notifie s the
Board of County Commissioners, the County Auditor, and the
first ten ( 10) signers of the petition of the time and place of the
hearing.
Item 9. The State Board of Tax Commissioners, after hearing, approve or disapprove the proposed plan for providing a
cumulative bridge fund and certifies it s action to the County
Auditor . (The State Board of Tax Commissioners has no power
to modify the proposed plan but can only approve or disapprove
the plan as presented .)
Item 10. If the State Board of Tax Commissioners does not
approve the plan as presented, the Board to County Commissioners may initiate proceedings for a new and different plan for
providing a cumulative bridge fund .
Item 11. If the State Board of Tax Commissioners
the plan, the established tax rate shall be published
along with other tax levies for the county.
Item 12. Ten ( 10) or
petition with the County
any year, for the reduction
their objections to such a

approves
annually

more property taxpayers ma y file a
Auditor, not later than August 1 of
or revision of said levy , setting forth
levy.
·

Item 13. The County Auditor shall certify the petition to the
State Boa rd of Tax Commissioners and the same procedure of
notice and hearing as outlined in Item s 8 or 9 shall be followed.
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Item 14. Taxes collected by the cumulative bridge levy are
held in a special fund and can be expended only for the purpose
for which they were levied (building and repair of bridges).
Item 15. :\o expenditures can be made from the cumulative
fund except those appropriated
( either annual appropriations
or
additional
emergency appropriations)
in the manner provided
by law-i.e ., appropriated
by the County Council, and approved
by the State Board of Tax Commissioners.
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT

Be

it resolved
by th• Board of County
Com missioners,
_________
County, Ind iana, that it is desired and
deemed neceuary
lo proceed with a proposed plan ta e1tabliah a cumulative
bridge fund for bui Iding and repair al
bridges and grade separat ion in --·- --County,
f on
and the levying of an additiona l lax at the role of ___
each $100.00 of taxab le properly
in ________
_
County, Indiana, lo provide funds for said fund, said tax lo
be first levied in ____
, payab le in _____
, and an•
nually thereafter
for a total perio d of _ __
years, not toexceed five years,
all as provided by Chapter 299 of the Acll
of the General A11embly of the Stare of Indiana far 195 1, 01
amended.
Be it further resolved
thor proof of publication
notices
of auch public hea r ing had on rhis _
_ _ ___
_ _ , 19_ , ond a certified
copy of
lion and suc h proposed pion be sub mi lled lo the
of the State of Indiana .
of Tox Comn1i11ioners
by law.

Adopted

1hi1 ___

day o f ___

_ __

and proof of
_ _ doy of
this reaoluState Board
as provided

, 19_

County

Auditor

.

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Notice

County

Co mmiss i oners

is hereby

given

OF ______

to the taxpayen

County,
Indiana,
that the Board
wi II meet at (place ) _____
__
at ___
o'clock ___
, Central
pose of considering
a proposal
bridge fund for the building and
separation
and th• levying of an
___
f on each $100.00 of taxable
County,
be first

Indiana, lo provide
levied in _____

COUNTY
of ______

_

al County Cammiaaionera
on (date) _ ______
_
Standard Time, for the pur•
to e1tabliah
a cu"!ulative
repair of bridge a and grade
additional
tax at the rate af
property in _____
_ _

funda for aaid fund;
, payable
in _____

aaid tax to
and each

for ___
yean,
all aa provided by Chapter
year thereafter
299 of the Acts of the General
Auembly
of the Stat• af
Indiana for 1951, aa amended.
Taxpayers
are invited ta be present and will have a right to
be heard thereon before aaid proposal
ia finally approved and
ta the State Board of Tax Commiaaionen
for apaubmilted
proval.
Atteal

A Ilea I - Seal

B

FORM OF FIRST NOTICE RELATIVE
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CUMULATIVE BRIDGE FUND

RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH
A CUMULATIVE BRIDGE FUND FOR
THE BUILDING AND REPAIR OF BRIDGES

County

- Seal

Auditor

County

Commiaaloner

a

I EXHIBIT cJ
This notice preparev
and mo I led to County

by Stote

Board of Tax Commisslonera
Aud ltor for pub I lc:at Ion.

SPECIAL
NOTE TO
COUNTY
ROAD OFFICIALS:

FORM OF SECOND NOTICE RELATIVE
TO
THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A CUMULATIVE
BRIDGE FUND
NOTICE

TO TAXPAYERS

COUNTY

OF

You
ore
hereby
notified
that
upon
rhe ___
_ day of
______
19_,
that tho Board of County
Commission•
ers of- - ---- -· County,
Indiana,
by resolution
duly
adopted
and pursuant
to Notice
theretofore,
given
and under

and by virtue of Chapter 299 of the Acts of the 87th General
of the State of Indiana,
approved
March 7th, 1951
Assembly
as omendod,
duly
adopted
o pion
whereby
a cumulative
bridge
tund be provided
for the building
and repair of bridges
in said
County,
and that such a fund be provided
for by o

tax

levy

of ___

, of each

$100 . 00 of ossessod

valuation

on all property
in that taxing
district · taxable
for such ,purbeginning
with the levy for
poses . Such ,ax to be assessed
____
payable
in _____
, ond annually
thereafter
fo r
~ total period of ___
years,
a, provided
by said Act.
to said Act any ten (10) or more Taxpayers
in
That pursuant
the taxing
district
of _________
Covnty , Indiana,
other than those
who pay Poll Tax only, moy file a petition
with
the
County
Auditor
of _________
County ,
Indiana,
not later than ten (10) days ofter this publication
setting
forth their objecti01"la
to such proposed
levy . Upon
said Auditor
will immediately
certify
filing
of such petition
,
aome to the State Boord of Tax Commissioners

Attest

County

- Seal

Auditor

County

Commissioners

Current and approved forms shown in Exhibit A,
Exhibit 8, and Exhibit C are available on request
from the State Board of Tax Commissioners.
Specific quastions on the establishment
of cumulativ12 hridgi, fund,i and the approval of annual
budge,s and appropriations
therefor should be referred to:
State Board of Tax Commissioners
State Office Bldg. - Room 201
Indianapolis,
Indiana

Appendix

C

BRIDGE
Name

TYPES
with
Abbreviations

I-1/cO/nS

I Columns
Subsfrucfure

Beam

Leg-BL

~r

L. lfnee
Brocm9

I Co!urnr,s

Truss Leg-TL

Substructure

Beom

Leg

wdh

BroC1n9- BL-KB

!(nee

-I lJ orr: S!rin

ers

___,.-:i:

I Beo,,,,, Fleer

!3eorn

Rolied

l!eorn Leg

/V\/\/\1\

l:ieol'n

~
Low Worren Truss-L.WT

9

or

hoV1n9 on

=

vnsvpporfed
Floor Beam
Type I RBT-Jor8LT-I

~ r--5===:'::j;;:~===-]f,7
(Steel
Tenst'on

~~

I Floor

l3eom

Low Worren Truss
wifh V(trf/cols-L.WTV

Members

Rolled !Jcom er Beom
Leg

Type 2·R8T2orB1,T,

i
Slee/)

,-0,7,prrzss/on

/\NXVV\
Low Prof~
1/2!lip - L. PT Y2ti.

Mr:mber.s-

Ro//ed Beam or Beom ,.
Type .J RBT3or.'3!..T.3

~

Leg

6 l Beoms - frn wr

~£%:r-Abulments.

Rolled

Beorn

IJeom o,:Logs,
-

Beam

..

~

i~

or limber

RB or TB

Abutments

Rolled
Beam

!3eom or Timber
RB or TB
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Low Proff Truss.
Full S!ope-LPTFS

~

~

%1~

.Thru ti owe Truss-TH T

T8CT

Thru Burr Covered Truss

~r

"1

Thru lolfice

Thru lfowe Covered Truss

ThruWorren

or Town Truss-TL

T

Note.· Whrzn Covered-TLCT

T!iCT

~~

Truss-"'i"W.T

Thru Whipple Truss - T WI!.T

"(NSM<Wt\
~
Thru Prall

Truss·TPr.T.

Thru Bolfimore

Truss-

TB T

~I?

9

Camel Boe/( Truss - C 8. T

Thru Petif

,.,~

Truss-

· T Pe T

~~

Thru 9ue1dron9ulor Wo1-ren
Truss - T Q.ft( T

Thru

I(

Truss - I( I

~~

~~
Thru Ir Truss-1(2

Thrv Fink Truss-Tl:T

.. ~ ..
~

~~~

Bowsf ring
60

St~el Arch -8ow4rch

..,..1 I 1, 1:z__
1111,,.

t

t

THROUGH 8IRD£R

~1111)

\I

I/

DECK GIRDER

DECK TR.USS

RIGID FRAME - STEEL

.,
RIGID
(ST[[L

FRAME

G1...D[llt

[L(lll[

.. T)

STEEL VIADUCT

CONTINUOUS GIRDER

61

RIGID FRAME - CONCRETE

?

V

~~~
SLA.8 SECTION

CONCRETE

SLAB (PLA IN)

,--- , --.., r- --'"' ,..---....----,

: :: ,: ::

;:

:

I

::

I

~

::

:,

r '-ttA

I

1t

:

::

L--

:I

- t+---tt-ir-'
II

11

11

::

::

:1 :
J L ___

_J L ___ J L---

-' L- __

I

l
A

.J

Pi on

G.

Rein. Cone 6/rder -RC

5 ondrel Fill Arch ·S.FA.

r------

~~=

"'---

----------.,

=·::~t----~~~~---=-=~
---4-

- -- __ _ ____

.J

::::::::
=-=_
- -_-_:
J_-__:
~-----=-=--=-=:
:.::
~----

-- _ L ____ --- ___ .:

[ - - - - ·- - -,- - - - --.- --- J
,4__.J

R,zin. Cone . Beam-RC B.

TIMBER TRESTLE

62

FRAMEBENT

PILE BENT

OTHER TYPES

TYPE OF

F!of Slob_ - -- - - - -- _ ___ RFS:
lnfe9m!Slob ond 8eom ___J 58.

SUBSTRUCTURE
Ash/or

Thru Cone. Arch_._.
___ '] CA .
1/2Thru Cone . 4rch ... _,!,zTC A.
Thru Steel Arch_ _______T.S.A.
Stone Block Arch _____SB.A .
Yz Thr u Slee/ Arch_ ___l/:;TSA
Thru Plolc G,rder:_ _______TPG
f2 Thru Plofe Girder .. - ~ T PC .
Deck Plofe Girder ______ D.PG
Spondre/
Fill Arch

l.,ft

Stone

Mos onr y _ ____ _A.M.
Block __ _ __ ___ 5 . 8,

Concrete-._

Steel

Sfeel

--_- -- -· .c.

Tube ond
Plofes ____,5.T&PI

Shopes ____I~ H,1§
Wood _____________ Wd

(Mulfi·Plo-Je). __.$F.A·HP
and !Joscule _. __ . _L ti-8.
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Appendix

COMMON

CULVERT

Culvert Type

D

TYPES

AND

MATERIALS

Common Mate rials

Typical Cross Section

Corrugated metal, plain or reinforced concrete, vitrified
clay, ca.st iron

PipE>, f;in gle o r mu ltip le

0 00

Corr ugated meta l

P ipe arch, single or multiple

0

00
Reinforced concrete

Box culvert, single or multip ie span

g

Joo[~l1
----

Reinforced concrete

Bridge culvert, single or
multiple span
I

~l

"-.:::.Solidrockfoundation
-·-----

-

-

Arch

~
- ····--

--~

a

R einforced concrete, corrugat ed metal, or stone masonry
arch on rei nforced -concrete
foundation

·

From "Highway
Engineering"
By R, I, Hewes and C.H. Og lesby ;
Jo hn Wiley and Sons Inc., 1956
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Appendix

COMMON

CULVERT

E

HEADWALLS

(a) Straight type

~·

AND

ENDWALLS

(b) L type

±~±

~~-~
( c) Wing type

(d) F1aredtype

(f) Stepped-U type

(e) U type

(g) Warped type

From "H i ghway Engineering"
By R. I. Hewes a nd C, H. Oglesby;
John Wiley a nd So ns Inc., 1956
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HERPIC

PUBLICATIONS

AVAILABLE

ENGINEERING

ON REQUEST

BULLETINS

County Highway Series
No . 1 Dust Control on Unpaved Roads (20 pages)
No. 2 Roadside Weed and Brush Control with Chemicals ( 34 pages)
No . 3 Caunty Subdivision Control: Model Ordinance with Disrns sion ( 46 pages)
No . 4 Principles of Highway Drainage and Erosion Control (65
pages)
No . 5 An Analysis of Traffic Accidents on County Roads (26 pages)
No. 6 Planning and Financing County Bridge Programs (66 pages)

HERPIC

REPORTS

Better County Roads
Materials for Count31 Road ' Construction
( 4 pages)
Si z es and Gradings of Aggregates for Road Construction ( 4
pages)
Bituminous Materials for Caunty Road Construction ( 4 pages)
Ciimula:tive Bridge Funds for Construction and Repair of
C aunty Bridges ( 4 pages)
Cumulati.ie Bridge Funds-Questions
a.nd Answers on Establishmem and Use ( 4 pages)

1-61 Mineral Aggregate

2-61
3-61
4-61

5-61

ALSO
Handbook of Facts and Figures on Indiana County Roadsincluding Directory of Indiana County Highway Departments
(Information piece-36 pages)
Write requests to:
HERPIC
Civil Engineering Building
Purdue University
Lafayette , Indiana
66

THE SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERING
PURDUE UNIVERSITY

AT

Graduate degrees aTe offered in the fields of aeronautical and
engineering sciences, and agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, and nuclear engineering.
The research activities in these fields are conducted as a part of
the program of graduate instruction with students participating under
the direction of their professors. As the engineering profession faces
increasing responsibilities for dealing with problems whose solutions
lie at the frontiers of knowledge, the programs of graduate research
and education in the engineering schools are increasingly concerned
with the fundamentals of the physical sciences and mathematics.

A.F.B
Planning and Financing County Bridge
Programs
County Highway Series - No. 6
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